In multi-label learning, each object is represented by a single instance and associated with multiple labels simultaneously. Existing multi-label learning approaches mainly construct classification models with a fixed set of target labels (observed labels). However, in the big data era, it is difficult to provide a fully complete label set for a data set. In some real applications, there are multiple labels hidden in the data set, especially for those large-scale data sets. In this paper, a novel approach named MLLHL is proposed to not only discover the hidden labels in the training data but also predict these hidden labels and observed labels for unseen examples simultaneously. We assume that the observed labels are just a subset of labels which are selected from the full label set, and the rest ones are omitted by the annotators during the labeling stage. Extensive experiments show the competitive performance of MLLHL against other stateof-the-art multi-label learning approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
As a popular machine learning task, multi-label learning [1] , [2] aims to learn a robust model based on the training data which can predict a set of possible labels for new data instances. Multi-label learning has a wide range of applications in our daily life, such as image and video annotation [3] - [5] , and text categorization [6] , [7] . Existing multi-label learning approaches, such as [8] - [17] , have achieved great success on multi-label learning, but these approaches mainly assume that all the class labels are observed for the training data.
In the big data era, it is convenient to collect sufficient data from various aspects for a learning task, but obtaining a high quality annotation result is quiet difficult. Labeling efforts are usually focused on a set of target labels (observed labels), and labels outside this set will not be considered. While existing multi-label learning approaches mainly construct classification models for the fixed set of observed labels. As a result, if there are some labels exist but hidden (or unobserved)
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Kathiravan Srinivasan . in the data, they will be fully neglected, especially for a large-scale data set with huge number of class labels. These hidden labels may provide novel and useful knowledge for the learning task. Therefore, it is important to discover these hidden labels and explore them to construct a robust model. Two approaches have been proposed about this topic, i.e., MIMLNC [18] and DMNL [19] . However, these two approaches are tailored for multi-instance multi-label learning, and can not be applied to general single-instance multi-label learning problems directly.
In this paper, a novel approach named MLLHL (i.e., Multi-Label Learning with Hidden Labels) is proposed. It can not only discover the hidden labels in the training data but also predict them as well as the other observed labels for new examples simultaneously. Specifically, we assume that there is an optimal full label matrix composed of all the observed and unobserved labels. The observed label matrix is composed of a subset of columns which are selected from the full label matrix, while the rest ones are omitted by the annotators during labeling stage. We try to learn a sparse and high quality full label matrix and induce a multi-label learning classifier from the feature space to the learned full label space by VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ exploiting label correlations. Extensive experiments show a competitive performance of MLLHL for multi-label learning. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews previous work on multi-label learning. Section III presents details of the proposed method MLLHL, and Section IV provides the optimization procedures. The experimental results and analyses are shown in Section V. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
In multi-label learning [1] , [2] , each data example can be associated with multiple class labels, and the labels are not mutually exclusive with each other, but have correlations. The task of multi-label learning is to learn a classifier which can predict a set of related labels for new data examples.
In the past decades, many advanced approaches have been proposed to solve interesting problems in multi-label learning. For example, extreme multi-label learning [10] , [12] , [20] tackles multi-label learning with extreme number of class labels. It aims to yield acceptable classification performance at much lower costs. Partial multi-label learning [21] - [23] deals with the problem that the ground-truth labels are hidden within the candidate label set. In multi-view multi-label learning [14] , [24] - [29] , each object is represented by multiple data views, and belongs to multiple class labels simultaneously. It is expected to boots the performance of multi-label learning by exploiting the complementary information and consistency among different data views. Label-specific feature learning [9] , [16] , [20] , [29] - [31] aims to improve the performance of multi-label classification by learning a discriminative data representation for each label respectively. Multi-label learning with missing labels solve the problem that some entities are missing in the label matrix [8] , [32] - [38] . By surveying previous success on multi-label learning, it is noted that existing approaches mainly focused on a fixed set of observed labels.
Online multi-label learning can predict data examples with new class labels [39] - [42] . However, these new class labels are only induced by new data examples. If there are some class labels hidden in the training data at first, they will not be discovered. MIMLNC [18] and DMNL [19] are two highly related work on the topic we discussed in this paper. MIMLNC [18] is a probabilistic model to identify novel instances in multi-instance multi-label learning, and it assumes that all novel instances belong to a same new label. DMNL [19] can discover and predict multiple novel labels for multi-instance multi-label learning. DMNL assumes that there are k novel labels, and its objective function is formulated as a non-negative orthogonal constrained optimization problem that has a bag-dependent loss term and a bag-independent clustering regularization term. However, these two approaches are tailored for multi-instance multi-label learning, and can not be applied to general single-instance multi-label learning problems directly.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
is the feature vector, and y i = [y i1 , y i2 , . . . , y il ] ∈ {0, 1} l is the label vector. If the i-th instance belongs to the j-th label, then y ij = 1; otherwise y ij = 0. X = [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ] T ∈ R n×d be the feature matrix, and Y = [y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n ] T ∈ {0, 1} n×l be the observed label matrix with l labels. Suppose there are q class labels are not observed but hidden in the training data, and F ∈ R n×m is utilized to represent the full label matrix, where m = l + q indicates the total number of labels.
The proposed mehtod MLLHL is composed of two parts, including Hidden label discovery and Model induction, whose technical details are scrutinized as follows.
B. HIDDEN LABEL DISCOVERY
In the first part, MLLHL aims to discover the hidden labels, and tries to learn a full label matrix F. We assume that the observed label matrix Y is a subset of l different columns selected from F, and the rest q columns are omitted by the annotators. To achieve this goal, we define a matrix P ∈ R m×l indicate the probabilities that the columns of matrix F will be selected.
Specifically, each element p ij indicates the probability that the i-th column of F will be selected as the j-th column of Y, and m i=1 p ij = 1. The larger the value of p ij , the higher probability that the i-th column of F will be selected. To avoid one column will be selected more than one time, we impose a constraint on P that any two columns of P should be orthogonal, i.e, ∀ 1 ≤ j, k ≤ l, p T j p k = 0. Therefore, the optimization problem can be defined as,
The 1 regularization is added on F to learn a sparse full label matrix. Besides, the manifold regularization on F is utilized to keep the intrinsic structure of data points and learn a qualified full label matrix. L ∈ R n×n is the graph Laplacian matrix of the affinity matrix S which is calculated according to the gaussian distance between any pair feature vectors based on the feature matrix X. Each element S ij , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n is defined as follows,
where N k (x i ) indicates the set of k nearest neighbors of x i , k and σ are simply set to be 30 and 1 respectively in this paper.
C. MODEL INDUCTION
In the second part, MLLHL aims to induce the predictive model which can predict the observed labels and hidden labels simultaneously. Specifically, a linear model is constructed from the feature space to the full label space, and jointly optimized with Hidden label discovery. As a result, the optimization problem (1) can be rewritten as follows, min W,F,P
As labels are generally correlated with each other in multi-label learning, we add the nuclear norm denoted as W * on W to exploit label correlations between all the labels, including the l observed labels and q hidden labels. It is expected that exploiting label correlation could help the discovering of hidden labels and prediction of observed and hidden labels simultaneously.
IV. OPTIMIZATION
To solve (3), an alternating strategy is applied. Specifically, J is utilized to indicate the objective function of (3), we can solve each of W, F and P alternatively by fixing the others.
A. UPDATE W
With F and P fixed, problem (3) reduces to,
The gradient w.r.t W can be calculated by,
Then, a closed-form solution for W can be obtained as,
Considering the nuclear norm regularization on W, it can be further processed by the singular value shrinkage operator [36] , [43] , and thus an approximate solution to W can be derived as follows,
where
B. UPDATE F
With W and P fixed, problem (3) can be simplified as,
We can obtain the gradient w.r.t F as,
The regularization with regard to F corresponds to the 1 -norm, which can be solved by the element-wise softthreshold operator. According the proximal gradient descend algorithm [44] , F can be updated by,
Considering the non-negative constraint on F, the element-wise operator prox (F ij ) can be defined as,
Consequently, the constraint that F ∈ [0, 1] n×m can be achieved by the min-max normalization over each column of matrix F.
In Eq. (10), L f indicates the Lipschitz constant, and an approximate solution of it can be obtained according to Theorem 1.
Theorem 1 (Lipschitz Continuous Gradient): Given two arbitrary distinct parameters F 1 and F 2 , we have
and then an approximate Lipschitz constant L f can be calculated as,
Proof: Given F 1 and F 2 , according to Eq. (9), then we have
We can obtain the gradient w.r.t P as,
Therefore, a closed-form solution [45] for P can be obtained,
where C and D are the left and right singular matrices of (F T F) −1 F T Y respectively. Considering the non-negative constraint on P and the sum of each column should be 1, P should be processed with two further steps: 1) removing the negative values, i.e., P = max(P, 0); 2) normalization, i.e., p ij = p ij / m i=1 p ij . 
D. PREDICTION
Given a test data matrix X t ∈ R n t ×d , and the learned model coefficient matrices W ∈ R d×m and P ∈ R m×l , we can obtain the prediction score for all the labels as,
,F l t indicates the results of observed labels composed of the l selected columns ofF t , andF q t indicates the results of hidden labels composed of the rest q columns ofF t . According to Proposition 1 and Theorem 2, it easy to obtain the prediction (i.e., the l different columns ofF t indicated by matrix P) for the test data on the observed labels Proposition 1 (Column Subset Selection):
, p 2j , . . . , p mj ] T , then the i-th column of F will be selected as the j-th column of Y.
Theorem 2 (Non-Overlap): Given a matrix P ∈ R m×l , P T P = I and P ≥ 0. Id i and Id j are the row indexes of the maximum values of the i-th and j-th columns respectively, then Id i = Id i .
Proof: If Id i equals Id j , it indicates that the p Id i ,i and p Id i ,j are the largest values of p j and p j respectively, and they also located in the same row. Consequently, it is easy to known that p T j p j = 0. It violates the orthogonal constraint on the matrix P. Figure 1 shows two results of P T P learned by the proposed method MLLHL on corel16k002 and stackexcooking two data sets, and they all satisfy the constraints on matrix P.
Finally, the prediction label matrixŶ t ∈ {0, 1} n t ×m can be obtained based onF t with a threshold τ , which is set to be 0.5 in this paper.
E. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
The main steps of the proposed method MLLHL are summarized in algorithm (1) . Herein, we discuss the computational complexity of it. We can find that the highest computational costs are Eigenvalue decomposition in Step 4, the inverse and singular value decomposition (SVD) operations in Steps 5 and 7. For an n × n matrix, the computational complexities of the inverse and Eigenvalue decomposition operations are O(n 3 ). For an m × n matrix, the computational complexity of SVD is O(mn 2 ). Therefore, the total computational complexity of algorithm (1) is about O(t(n 3 + m 3 + d 3 + ml 2 )), where t is the iteration number, and n, d, l, and m are the update P by solving (13) . 8 :
; 9: end while 10: return W * , F * , and P * number of instances, features, observed labels, and all the labels respectively.
According to the above analysis, we find that the complexity of the calculation of the Lipschitz constant L f (In step 4) is cubic w.r.t the number of instances n and the number of labels m. This will make our proposed approach less scalable to large-scale multi-label data sets. Fortunately, according to [44] , an appropriate L ≥ L f can be used instead of L f with a line search strategy, and thus the complexity of MLLHL will decrease to O(t(n 2 + m 3 + d 3 + ml 2 )).
V. EXPERIMENT A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we conduct the experiment on ten data sets. Table 1 summarized the detailed characteristics of these data sets. Column named CD means the label cardinality which indicates the average number of labels per instance.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous work on multi-label learning with hidden labels. In order to verify the effectiveness of our proposed method, we compare MLLHL with the following five state-of-the-art approaches in terms of their performance on observed labels.
• BR [3] : Binary Relevance. In this paper, Linear Regression (LR) is utilized as the base binary (onevs-rest) learner for each class label indepently, and the regularization parameter is searched in {10 i |i = −2, −1, . . . , 2}. • MLkNN [46] • MLLHL: The proposed approach in this paper, multilabel learning with multiple hidden labels. Parameters
. . , 1}, λ 4 and λ 5 is tuned in {10 i |i = −3, . . . , 0}. Parameter tuning for all of them is based on a 5-fold cross validation over the training data of each data set according to the performance on observed labels.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON OBSERVED LABELS
Six evaluation metrics [1] , [2] , i.e., hamming loss, average precision, one error, ranking loss, coverage, and macro AUC, are utilized to evaluate the performance of the comparing algorithms on observed labels. For average precision and macro AUC, a big value indicates a good performance. For the others, a small value indicates a good performance. For each data set, we randomly generate 80% of it as the training data and the rest 20% as the test data, and repeat it ten times. Following the settings in [18] , [19] , we choose the first 70%m, 80%m and 90%m labels as observed labels, and the rest as hidden labels respectively, where m is the number of all the labels for each data set. Tables 2 and 3 show the experimental results of the comparing algorithms on the observed labels.
As the number of observed labels is varied from 70%m to 90%m with a step of 10%, and thus there are 30 (3 × 10) points totally. To analyze the relative performance among the compared algorithms systematically, Friedman test [48] is employed to conduct performance analysis, and the results of Friedman statistics F F are shown in Table 4 . According to the results shown in Table 4 , it is noted that the null hypothesis that all the comparing algorithms perform equivalently is clearly rejected in terms of each evaluation metric at significance level α = 0.05. Consequently, we further employ the Nemenyi test [48] to analyse the relative performance among the comparing algorithms, and the results are shown in Figure 2 . The performance between two classifiers will be significantly different if the corresponding average ranks 1 code: http://palm.seu.edu.cn/zhangml/files/ML-kNN.rar 2 code: http://palm.seu.edu.cn/zhangml/files/LIFT.rar 3 code: http://www.escience.cn/people/huangjun/index.html 4 code: http://palm.seu.edu.cn/zhangml/files/KRAM.rar For Nemenyi test, q α = 2.85 at significance level α = 0.05, and thus CD = 1.3767 (k = 6, N = 30). In each subfigure of 2, any comparing algorithm whose average rank is within one CD to that of MLLHL is connected. Otherwise, any algorithm not connected with MLLHL is considered to have significant different performance between them. According to these experimental results, the following observations can be made:
• The proposed method MLLHL achieves a statistically super performance against all the comparing algorithms on the observed labels in terms of all the evaluation metrics, and these results clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of MLLHL on multi-label learning.
• MLLHL significantly outperforms KRAM and MLkNN, and this result verify the importance of discovering hidden labels for multi-label learning. As the two approaches need the label information of the k nearest neighbors of each instance. When there are many hidden and unobserved labels in the data set, then the k nearest neighbors can not provide sufficient label information for KRAM and MLkNN approaches.
• BR and LIFT are slightly influenced by the hidden labels, as they build the binary classifier for each label independently. It is noted that LIFT outperforms LLSF in terms of hamming loss, ranking loss, coverage and Macro AUC. As LLSF benefits from the exploiting of label correlation, while this benefit will be limited when labels are hidden and unobserved.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON HIDDEN LABELS
To evaluate the performance of MLLHL on the discovered hidden class labels, the metric F BNL proposed in [19] is adopted. It measures the average performance on discovered hidden labels on the ground-truth label that best matches. F(·) is the function of F-measure, and F indicates the ground-truth label matrix on q hidden labels.
The results of MLLHL on discovered hidden labels are shown in Table 5 . It is noted that MLLHL can well discover the hidden labels for some data sets, such as flags,enron, pascal07, corel16k002, and corel16k002.
D. PARAMETER ANALYSIS AND CONVERGENCE
Parameter sensitivity analysis in conducted on enron data, and the first 70%m labels are set as observed labels and the rest are set as hidden (or unobserved) labels. Parameters λ 1 is tuned in {10 i |i = −2, . . . , 5}, λ 2 is tuned in {10 i |i = −5, . . . , 2}, λ 3 is tuned in {10 i |i = −2, . . . , 2}, λ 4 and λ 5 is tuned in {10 i |i = −5, . . . , 0}. The average results (i.e., Average precision) of MLLHL on observed labels over 10 repetitions with different values of parameters are shown in Figure 3 (a)-(c). It is found that the performance of MLLHL is not too sensitive to the parameters, and also an optimal performance is usually achieved at some intermediate values.
Since the first 70%m labels are set as observed labels for enron data, we change q in the range of {0, 1, 4, 7, . . . , 28}. Figure 3(d) shows the results (i.e., results on observed labels in terms of Average precision and results on hidden labels in terms of F BNL ) of MLLHL with different numbers of hidden labels q. It is noted that the result on observed labels is improved with the help of hidden labels, and F BNL decreases with the increasing of q. It make sense that the more the labels are unobserved, the harder it is to discover them. According to the above observations, we can set a relative small value for q and execute the proposed method MLLHL incrementally to obtain a satisfied performance in practice. The convergence curves of MLLHL on corel16k002 and stackex-cooking data sets are shown in Figure 4 . The value of the objective function drops rapidly and is non-increasing around 20 iterations.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a new approach which can not only discover the hidden labels but also predict observed and hidden labels simultaneously for the new data examples. Extensive experiment has show a competitive performance of the proposed method, and verifies that the performance of existing observed labels can be improved with the help of hidden labels. 
